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Scope and Coverage

This is a free, concise and illustrated dictionary on history. This dictionary
covers huge number of historical terms with their description, background,
etymology, related images and so on. It also covers large size archives on maps
which started from ancient time (BC) to today. Maps are also available on
different continents. Information about historical places and castles, historical
movies videos are included here. Large collection on ‘people in history’; ‘war,
battles and revolutions’ are available here. In addition, there are miscellaneous
historical information available through various links. Full 24 sitemaps (kind of
index) are also available that helps users very much.

Kind of Information

An entry in this dictionary is represented with historical background,
description/meaning, audio pronunciation (occasionally), etymology,
images/maps (where applicable). An example is given below for clear
understanding:
Amphictyony
In ancient Greece, an amphictyony was a coalition of neighboring states formed to defend a
shared religious center.
PRONOUNCE AMPHICTYONY
Such union was the Delian Amphictyony, with its center on the island of Delos, and the
Delphic Amphictyony, with its headquarters in the ancient town of Delphi.
The English word amphictyony stems from the Greek word amphiktiones, meaning neighbors.

AMPHICTYONIES IN ANCIENT GREECE
Click to enlarge

Sometimes hyperlinked see and see also references of various entries are also
available. E.g.:
Armada
See Spanish Armada

Ancien Régime
France before 1787.
See also GLOSSARY OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION: ANCIEN RÉGIME

Special Features
 Links to various social networking sites like Facebook, Twitter, Google plus are
available.
 There is a link to “People in History” denoting hyperlinked list of various
historical personnels. From the alphabetically arranged list the coloured or
black and white images of the persons are found along with their short
biographical information. An entry has been cited here for clear understanding:

 Link to Wars, Battles, and Revolutions in History are found intertwined with
this dictionary where the wars, battles and revolutions are found alphabetically
as well as chronologically. Within each entry descriptions are also found with
illustrations, maps, hyperlinks to other related events and so on. An example of
American Civil War is given through a print screen.

 Famous Speeches are arranged alphabetically according to topics.
 A list of “All-Time Records in History” is also available here. Some
examples are given through print screen:

 Information available on “Historic Places and Locations” with their
ancient name, type and present name. E.g.:
NAME

TYPE

ON TODAY'S MAP

Aquitaine

Region

France

Austrasia

Region

Northeastern France,
Belgium, parts of west

and central Germany
Roman
province

Baetica

Andalusia, southern
Extremadura

 Alphabetic list of “Historic Documents” present here. E.g.:
A-Z Name of the Document
1
1763, Proclamation of
A A Convention to Regulate the Commerce
between the Territories of The United
States and of His Britannick Majesty
Åbo, Treaty of
(Treaty of Abo)

Date
October 7, 1763
July 3, 1815

1743

Abolition of Slavery Act

August 28, 1833

Abolition of the Death Penalty France

October 9, 1981

 A large alphabetical hyperlinked list of “Governments in History” (which
consists names of government and names of territories) is present here. E.g.:
Indexed A-Z by Name of Government
Batavian Republic
Chaldean Empire
Egyptian Empire etc.
Indexed A-Z by Territory
Governments of Assyria
Governments of Babylon etc.

 There is a “Map archives” present in chronological order with
description, credits, related links (if any), black-white/colourful well
pointed maps. For example,
Map archives (print screen)

Maps 400-101 BC
4th century BC Asia minor:

Map Description
Historical Reference Map of Asia Minor under the Greeks and Romans.
Illustrating
- Boundaries of the districts in Roman times
- March of Cyrus and
- Cities founded or renamed after the death of Alexander marked
- Greek colonies
- Persian royal highway
- Pr. = promontorium = cape or promontory
Credits
University of Texas at Austin. Historical Atlas by William Shepherd (1923-26)

 A-Z Archaeological Records are also available here. E.g.: Dead Sea
Scrolls etc.

Arrangement Pattern

Alphabetical i.e. A to Z arrangement of terms. E.g.: Defender of Jerusalem, Détente,
Dhow, Diadochi are arranged alphabetically under “D”.
In “People in History” category the persons are arranged in alphabetic order
according to their surnames. E.g. Abbott, Jacob; Abzug, Bella; Adams, Henry
and the like.
In “Wars, Battles, and Revolutions in History”, wars, revolutions and battles are
arranged in alphabetical order as well as chronologically. E.g. Amboise
Conspiracy, American Civil War, American Revolution etc. An example of the
chronological arrangement of battles is shown through a print screen:

In Maps archive maps are arranged in chronological order.

In the Speech archive speeches are arranged by topics.

Remarks

Comparable Tools

If one likes history but do not want to read stacks of books, this site is a must for
them. It gives highest-quality history content to the world's history enthusiasts,
teachers, and students for free. Its enormous compass adds special flavour to its
stature. The colourful presentation of famous historical phenomena makes this
tool an unparalleled subject dictionary to every history lover.
 Oxford Dictionary of World History
(http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780192807007.0
01.0001/acref-9780192807007)
 Historical dictionary of medieval India / Iqtidar Alam

(http://www.cultorweb.com/eBooks/Storia/Hist%20Dict%20Medieval_I
ndia.pdf)
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